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[00:37] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect Podcast. I'm Jonathan Eggerichs joined here by              

my father Emerson Eggerichs on this snowy day in late November in Michigan, but we are                

both warm inside. 

[00:54] As we've been doing recently, we've been recording in his vehicle, which seems to have the                

nicest sound quality for us that becomes a little bit problematic as the winter months               

unfold, and not having the heat in the car running because that interferes with the sound.                

But we often get together to do the podcast, but we're doing it remotely from each of our                  

houses today over Skype and it seems to have worked well in the past. We're going to try it                   

again today 

[01:23] Good afternoon, dad. We're going to jump into a topic here that I know that we've talked                 

about over the years, especially considering the field that you are in when I was growing                

up, as a pastor, and the field that I chose to enter, the field of psychology in my late 20s. 

[01:43] Before we do that, just a quick reminder: Last week's episode was Episode 71: Do you                

remain thankful during the tough times? I appreciate those of you that responded to that               

and took that message and shared it with others. If you haven't had a chance to check that                  

out please do so at LoveAndRespectPodcast.com. 

[01:59] So appreciative of those of you who are giving the like or the heart button on there saying                  

that you enjoyed the episode, and those of you doing that in iTunes and elsewhere. That                

means a lot to us. We're grateful. 

[02:12] Check out some new things going on on our website as we approach the holidays with                

more digital products being released. Our new e-Store should be up soon, so we hope you                

appreciate that. Including we're looking to have the option providing most of our digital              

products available on online access only, meaning you won't have to download them             

anymore. 

[02:33] Maybe a slow process as we do that one product at a time, but we want you to kind of                    

have this portal where you can access the small to the large products in streaming format                

only and have eBooks that are attached to that or that you can access inside of your                 

browsers. We're excited about presenting some of that to you. 

[02:53] Transitioning to Episode 72: 3 Reasons some counselors are bad at marriage counseling.             

My dad sometimes loves to pick provocative topics, but he's certainly chose one today as               

his own son chose the field of psychology and counseling. 

[03:18] If you ever had hope that we might get in an argument or a fight in one of these episodes a                     

year and a half in, maybe today is the day. You'll have to wait and find out. Although I                   

doubt it, we agree on most things, but hopefully there'll be some push-back on my part                

today. 
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[03:33] Why don't you start us off, dad, in terms of what you've been thinking about recently as                 

you were doing some writing on this topic of marriage counseling or relationship             

counseling. Where we kind of are as the Evangelical church and the problem of marriage               

and divorce and people seeking help. 

[03:56] Emerson: Well, I'm looking forward for your push back on that. In fact, I just want to make                  

sure that our technology is okay. I don't have a headset on, so I don't know if we're                  

getting— 

[04:06] Jonathan: It's fine. I can hear you. 

Emerson: Okay, good. I just want to make sure that I'm not... You're coming through on my                 

loudspeaker into the mics, but I want to make sure it's not doubling up and driving our                 

listeners nuts because we have made a faux pas again. 

[04:20] Let me share a typical example. This is kind of a combination of stories over the years that                  

I've wrote. Pam and Bob turned to a counselor for help in the marriage, but after five                 

unproductive sessions, the therapist recommended divorce. In shock, Pam said on behalf            

of both of them, "The reason we went to the counsel was to help our marriage. And just                  

because we got really mad at each other during the sessions and totally blamed the other                

and totally justified ourselves, didn't mean we wanted to end the marriage. That's why we               

went for counsel!" 

[04:57] People say that to me through the years, Jonathan. It's kind of like, "Duh! That's why we                 

went!" The wife says, "Yeah, I played the victim and sought out sympathy more than Bob,                

who didn't go to the third session because he was so ticked at me in the counselor, but we                   

didn't expect the counselor throwing the towel for us!" 

[05:15] "How could this therapist, Emerson, missed the whole reason we made the appointments?             

Fortunately for us, this kind of serves as a wake up call for Bob and me. We told each other                    

that divorce wasn't an option, only murder." 

[05:30] "We both started laughing. We then found a counselor who believed in ;until death do you                

apart,' which may come soon for Bob in my opinion. This counselor has been helping us                

since he sees through our tricks and 'poor-me' tactics, yet he respects both of us and has                 

given us the confidence that we can succeed." 

[05:53] And I think the whole point is numerous people over the years said it's kind of like they                  

don’t understand the industry a little bit. It's kind of like if you go to a marriage counselor,                  

shouldn't it be for your marriage? And then they discover suddenly that they aren't. 

[06:08] You know that we've talked about Dr. Bill Doherty at the University of Minnesota. He wrote                

a pamphlet years ago and he's kind of the [06:16] of marriage and family therapy. They                

train individuals who are going to research marriage and family they choose at the              

university there. 
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[06:24] He wrote an article called "How Therapy Can Be Hazardous to your Marital Health". And               

here he is one of the leading experts in preparing marriage and family therapists. He made                

a statement, "You’d be interested to know that according to a national survey, 80% of all                

private practice therapists in the United States say they do marital therapy; and only 12%               

of them are in a profession that requires even one course or any supervised experience." 

[06:51] "Only marriage and family therapy as a profession requires any course or supervised             

clinical experience in marital or couples therapy. So most people who say they're doing this               

work picked it up on the side or not at all." So, Jonathan, push back on that little bit, or                    

agree? What are your thoughts? 

[07:15] Jonathan: Well, I think for the most part—and I remember reading this article when I was                

in graduate school and having discussions with you about it, even this coming up in some                

of our courses—but for the most part it's true. 

[07:30] I mean, unless you're specifically entering kind of a marriage and family program, your              

traditional counseling programs or PhD or Psy.D. programs are not going to have an              

emphasis on a couples counseling or a relationship counseling. 

[07:48] You may be able to pick a track in that or take some electives in that, but you could                   

potentially make it all the way through a graduate school without having a course in               

relationship counseling, family counseling or marriage counseling, as the focus is on having             

a grasp of individual psychopathology in most instances. 

[08:17] So in terms of the background most therapists are coming from, most psychologists are              

coming from—unless they’ve had an internship or kind of chosen to focus throughout their              

program—they probably end up seeing couples by default at some point, and may not              

come with any sort of training. 

[08:44] I agree with Dad, and it certainly was true for me, even though I was in a program that had                    

no biases against or tried to dissuade somebody from having an emphasis in doing couples               

counseling. 

[08:58] But I can also remember in terms of the practicums and training opportunities that I had, it                 

was hard to find places that would allow you as a student in training to even see couples                  

just based on the places that were allowing for internships and students to come in and do                 

trainings. 

[09:18] So it was difficult to come by, whether it was the textbook work or the hands-on training.                 

That is for sure. 

[09:24] Emerson: That's a great perspective. So it bakes the question to the person out here. There                

may be a couple of people, types of people listening. One is that you're listening and you've                 

realized, "I've got family and friends who are thinking about marriage counseling and             

such," and now there's this feeling, "Well, maybe they could get some really bad input here                
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that's not going to help them," and so they're going to want to pass this message on to                  

them. 

[09:48] Others may be listening who received that request to listen to this. So we're very sensitive,                

because we're for your relationship and we're just trying to highlight the fact that everyone               

in the industry is probably good-willed. It is not a matter of people being ill-willed, it's not a                  

matter of people necessarily being incompetent, but there is a statement that we need to               

make. 

[10:09] Jonathan, this would be my question back to you: what difference does it make if they've                

been trained in individual psychotherapy versus couples counseling? Does it really make            

any difference? Why should that be of concern. 

[10:22] Jonathan: Well, I think it absolutely makes a difference to not be trained in something.               

There's probably a lot of analogies that we can come up with, whether in the medical field                 

or whether in some other field. If you're not trained or skilled in something, how effective                

can you be? Let alone we would probably expect incompetence. 

[10:44] And yet, on the other side, I want to be fair that probably many people do become good                  

relationship therapists, do become good marital therapists because they were the only            

option for somebody, whether they are a small town's therapist or the only person willing               

to do marital therapy, because it's very, very hard work. 

[11:04] It's difficult and it's taxing, and the problems are only compounded by having other people               

apart of the process. So on the one hand I would say that—agree with you—that it's kind of                  

a dangerous territory to be in if you're looking for somebody and they have no experience;                

and yet on the other hand—and I think often therapists are trying to do the best with what                  

they have—and then on the other hand, flip side, people just avoid it because marital               

therapy is so difficult. 

[11:39] Emerson: Let me just highlight the three reasons that I see, and you can add—and these                

are not dogmatically stated, but for you who are seeking out marital counseling and you're               

turning to someone who says, "Yes, we do that," first thing you got to do is ask around if                   

they really have a great reputation in that area, that there's been a great deal of fruit from                  

that. 

[12:07] It makes sense if you're going to go to a brain surgeon, you want to make sure he's been                   

somewhat successful at brain surgery. "Yeah, well, 20% of the time works; 80% of the               

people die." I mean, if 80% of the people who go to that person who does marriage                 

counseling end up in divorce, you need to be aware of that—if you can be. Technically we                 

can't be, but I think you get the drift here. 

[12:27] But here's one of the reasons that I said to Jonathan and asked the question I did, "What                  

difference does it make?" When you're trained in personal psychotherapy with individuals,            

you have a tendency to default to an individualistic approach. What do you mean              

"individualistic approach"? 
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[12:43] Let's create a scene here: Lisa and Jason. In the session with the counselor—Lisa and               

Jason—Lisa articulates the personal hurt and offense she feels from Jason. After listening             

and taking notes on her upset, the counselor turns to Jason and recommends ways to easy                

Lisa's torment. 

[13:03] To the counselor, it makes perfect sense: Lisa has a problem caused by Jason. At least he's                 

contributing to it. And Jason could easily solve the problem by making an adjustment. I               

mean, after all he needs to be closer to her emotionally, needs to be more open with her                  

emotionally, he needs to better understand her womanly concerns, maybe seek for            

forgiveness, treat her as an equal. Truly Lisa will come alive! 

[13:26] She will come alive, I would insert, and respond to Jason, to which Liz obviously agrees.                

However, something happens. Jason angrily blurts out on the third session, "This is exactly              

how it is in the home! What I do and who I am isn't good enough. Liz is sad because of me,                      

and if I change she'll be happy. I'm sick and tired of this!" 

[13:50] Liz breaks down and cries. The female counselor tries to soothe her, Jason exits the office                

in disgust. The counselor says to Liz, "At a certain point, I see a serious impasse here. I                  

don’t see how you two can move forward with—I hate to say this—but some of his                

narcissistic tendencies." 

[14:10] "He need only listen to your feelings. He need only express his sorrow and good things can                 

happen, but he didn’t get it. I know how you feel as a woman. If Jason cannot make these                   

changes—and it does not appear that he's probably going to do that—it's sad for me, but                

have you considered divorce? By the way, if you do, I can be available to help you through                  

that and we can meet individually." 

[14:37] Now, in some ways, Jonathan, I just created a straw man, but for the sake of brevity, I'm                  

trying to get at this idea that the counselor defaults to the person who expresses the                

greatest pain. There's a natural bent to look at the woman, in this case, who is expressing                 

her sorrow and she is very upset, and the counselor's propensity is to turn toward the                

person who is expressing the deepest hurt and pain. 

[15:02] But that doesn't mean—in this case—that Jason is without his pain. He's just not perhaps               

as articulate to be able to capture that and express that. We also know—and we'll talk                

about the fact that there is a male bias in just a moment—that men don’t tend to cry and                   

break down. 

[15:19] So there's this pattern out there a little bit along this line. Tell me why I'm wrong on that,                   

Jonathan? 

[15:26] Jonathan: Again, I don’t know if you are wrong in that sense. All I can speak to—again, this                  

may not necessarily be for this, because we're talking more from the standpoint of people               

who are possibly pursuing marital counseling, have been to marital counseling, knows            

somebody who's thinking about it. I'm coming more in the position of maybe defending the               

therapist. 
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[15:50] But I think when kind of evaluating a therapist is important to be mindful of: Can they have                  

his needs in mind and have her needs in mind? Can they have the couple's needs in mind?                  

Can you hold all of those things at once, especially as you put it at this default, to lean                   

towards to have the most empathy for the person who may legitimately be in the most                

pain, or at least express the most pain. 

[16:18] How do you not get sidetracked by these things that come up in the first few sessions? You                  

can take the couple down a path that is quickly against maybe what their initial intent was,                 

which was to work on the marriage. 

[16:39] I think caution is ordered in here for both the therapists and for the people maybe                

shopping around or speaking on the phone or looking at a therapist on a website. It's                

difficult to tell these things, but you can usually probably get a sense in the first few                 

sessions. 

[16:56] I don’t know if I'm answering you. I mean, there are so many places to go with this. 

Emerson: No, I think that's excellent. I think the individualistic approach is the first point               

we're making, and you need to somehow just ask the counselor, "How many marriage              

counseling sessions do you have during the week? Is your practice 10% marriage,             

90%individual? Or is it 60 to 70% marriage? How long have you been doing this?" 

[17:17] If they say, "For 10 years I've been doing marriage counseling and probably 75% of those                

who I see are couples." And you say, "Would you say that you're for marriage here and                 

even though we'd like to kill each other right now, we need somebody to stand in the gap                  

for us? We're coming to a counselor because we want help, though we feel like we're going                 

to probably attack each other. And are you going to throw in the towel with us here or are                   

you going to be pro-marriage on this?" 

[17:47] Ask that and you should probably get some pretty good answers to that, and will give you a                  

pretty good idea. I just want to encourage though not to conclude then that just become                

someone says they do marriage counseling, that they in fact do. They could default to the                

individual who expresses the greatest sadness and hurt, and their whole focus then turns              

toward that individual. 

[18:08] And not uncommonly, the female feels more comfortable in that environment than does             

the man. As a result, he doesn’t come out looking too good in those situations. This is why I                   

want to go to the second point and say there is this male bias. 

[18:22] Jonathan: Let me just add something real quick in terms of people asking counselors              

questions. I think people should feel comfortable asking these questions on the phone or in               

the first session. I think one of the disservices my profession does is coaching students in                

training, psychologists in training to have this neutrality on all issues. So we never answer               

questions about anything and nobody ever knows what we believe about anything. 
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[18:55] Yet, it's a very fair question for you to ask what somebody believes on marriage, how much                 

of their practice is marital therapy. And if they're uncomfortable answering those            

questions, you need to make decisions based on that 

[19:09] But I freely answer these questions over the phone because I can quickly get a sense where                 

people are going with that. And they want to know if somebody believes the same thing                

that they do. Many people don't end up coming to see me, and I think that that's okay. 

[19:24] Feel the freedom to ask those questions, whether before a first session or during a first                

session, and even if you don’t feel comfortable in those first few sessions, you say "thank                

you" and you look elsewhere. That's my last word on that. 

[19:41] Emerson: I think that's an excellent word and I think it's going to be the third point we                  

make about moral neutrality or just basic neutrality. That neutrality can be a code for the                

fact that we're really not for the permanency, but they take that attitude that we're really                

kind of objective here, neutral, we're not going to pass judgment.  

[19:59] Now, all of that sounds nice, but to your point, you need to just humbly say to the person,                   

"Look, I need a little bit more from you. If you're going to say to me you're really not                   

necessarily pro-marriage, we need someone who's going to fight for our marriage when             

we're fighting with each other in front of you." 

[20:14] We're coming to marriage counseling because we want to save our marriage, but we don't               

see a way out right now and we don't want you to say to us. "You know what? I don't see a                      

way out for you either." I think there needs to be just an honesty here, but I think                  

laypeople get intimidated by this professional thinking, "Well, maybe I ought not to ask              

that." 

[20:31] And the counselor says, "I'm not going to answer that until we meet so many times."                

You're going to have to decide then what does that mean. Jonathan says in his profession                

he'll try to be as upfront in response to that question as he can be. 

[20:45] But the second major point is the male bias, which I will segue into. I spoke to 7,000 at the                    

American Association of Christina Counselors. I said, once I spoke to 100 professionals in              

Pennsylvania and I asked this question, "If I could show you how to get men to line up                  

outside your counseling doors, would you be interested?" 

[21:03] And this is a huge issue, because there is this recognition that men don't sign up for                 

counseling, make appointments same as do women. So the whole conclusion is there must              

be a guilt in the men and women are sweethearts who simply want to work on the                 

marriage. 

[21:21] There's a great deal of truth to that last statement, but it doesn't mean that the men are                  

not interested. But there is this, I think, undercurrent, this kind of undercurrent that says,               

"Men probably are a little bit more guilty." And you can often see it where the arms are                  
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folded by the men as he sits there, he doesn’t necessarily want to talk about his emotions,                 

he's more independent. 

[21:46] Whereas women in that setting have eye contact, sharing their feelings, trying to             

understand what's going on, trying to say "I'm sorry" or seek forgiveness. Women have              

great skills in this area by nature. So the setting is conducive to them. 

[22:03] But the analogy that I gave—and Jonathan perhaps you can repeat it, because you brought               

it up to me and thought that was a good analogy—about the 4-year old in school. The                 

setting there may not be as conducive to little boys as it is to girls. Can you comment on                   

how you felt about analogy there? 

[22:23] Jonathan: Your analogy in terms of my profession?Emerson: No, in terms of the 4-year old               

boy in school versus the 4-year old girl in school. It's been said that little boys learn best                  

outside doing activities and listening to stories, but we bring them inside and tell them to                

sit still and talk about things that really are not as of interest to them. 

[22:47] So there is this conclusion that maybe there's something wrong with boys and that's why the                 

medication on boys is more prevalent, and there is this feeling that boys have something               

problematic. Rather than perhaps our environment is wrong, we want to change the boy to               

fit the environment, rather than change the environment to fit the boy. 

[23:05] The same thing holds to in counseling. Men feel a little bit more uncomfortable sitting in a                 

room with, let's say, a female counselor and his wife and we're going to talk about what we                  

feel. This is not something that men feel naturally. They've done research on out-of-office              

therapy for men that's much more effective. 

[23:22] But that's not going to probably happen. So the question really is to those of you seeking                 

out counseling, is you got to ask around is your husband going to feel comfortable in this?                 

And I will tell you that most men will deal with things if they're honored and treated justly,                  

but if they feel like the message to them is, "Look at sweet Mary, she's alone and unloved,                  

and frankly, sir, you're inadequate and we don’t respect you." 

[23:46] If that's the message that comes through as I say, he will not continue to be involved. So                  

one of the things that I encourage people to do in this environment—and I want to say to                  

those of you who are seeking a counselor or are going to recommend—there needs to be                

kind of respect talk that's forthcoming in these situations. 

[24:05] For instance, I tell professionals to say something like this to the husband. "I believe you                

are here because you're an honorable man who wants to improve the marriage and I salute                

you. My goal in these sessions is to see you as a man of honor and treat you with respect.                    

So here's how you can help me: At any point that you think I'm saying that you're not an                   

adequate human being, who ought to be disrespected and shown contempt, you need to              

let me know immediately." 

[24:33] "That is never my intent here. And if I come across this way, I'm wrong. I will lose your                   

heart in these sessions. That would be unfair to you. At the same time, there will be                 
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moments when I point out things in your wife and in you that need adjusting in my opinion.                  

You could at that time feel disrespected when I do this toward you. If you do, let me know.                   

Since I'm not trying to dish you, but to honor your request to help your marriage and to                  

help you." 

[25:06] "And I need you to give me the opportunity to clarify my intentions and, if necessary,                

apologize for appearing disrespectful. Does this sound like a fair way to proceed?"             

Jonathan, I haven’t had very many men boo-hoo. It's like men light up on this, and that's                 

what I said to those 100 counselors in Pennsylvania that time, that if you use respect talk,                 

you set the stage in that environment that most men feel uncomfortable in. Any thoughts               

on that? 

[25:39] Jonathan: No, I think that's absolutely true. I think this goes back to people who are                

seeking counseling or they're helping somebody look for a counselor. How can counselees             

come into the session, both husband and wife, and get a sense for the counselor's view? 

[26:03] The counselor has to get information from you on those first few sessions, as I do. I have to                   

ask a lot of questions. But if the counselor's not making any statements about each of you,                 

about the relationship, about marriage, I think these are when some flags should go up. 

[26:19] Yet, can you facilitate that as well by asking questions, by making statements about what               

you two believe about the marriage even though you're fighting like cats and dogs. Can you                

get a sense of where the counselor is coming from on this issue? Because certainly this is                 

good language to give to a counselor, if counselors are out there listening. This is valuable. 

[26:45] But how do you get a sense as a counselee kind of coming in, "Does my counselor believe                  

this about me as a man, or as a relationship, or me as a woman?" I think this is the                    

challenge, dad, as most of the listeners are kind of the end user, if you will. And if your                   

counselor is using this language, how do you kind of figure that out? I think that's tough. 

[27:10] Emerson: Well, I think a wife needs to ask the counselor, "As mad as I am at my husband,                   

and as much as I'm wondering about this relationship, if we come in into that situation                

would you say that you tend to favor the female 60% of the time? Do you tend to favor the                    

female 80% of the time? Is it a 50-50?" 

[27:28] And I would assume that the person might say, "Well, I try to be fair and balanced." Say,                  

"Well, in your experience, do you have this undercurrent of feeling?" Here's what happens              

in that situation that I have seen: wives convey their intense desire to love and to be loved,                  

they articulate well their feelings about love, they tenderly cry when feeling unloved in that               

situation, they will listen attentively to the counselor explaining ways to increase the love,              

the wife will allow herself to be interrupted, she will say that she's sorry when faults are                 

highlighted and she'll express her desire to forgive and be forgiven. 

[28:05] And with those noble traits, how can she be culpable? She evidences these traits that the                

very counselor she's talking to cherish. So on the other side you see the man sitting there                 

and he doesn't always demonstrate those things. 
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[28:20] So this is why the men appear to be very guilty and why they don’t continue to come back.                   

So I think the wife in particular in a sense, even though you're mad at your husband, has to                   

really make the case to the counselor, "This has to be fair and balanced. He has to feel                  

honored in his spirit, even though he's failing. I need you as a counselor to do that." 

[28:38] This can be a great thing. I've had a lot of counselors tell me, people who have read Love &                    

Respect have actually coached the counselors on some of these principles. So it can be a                

2-way street and you can really help the counsel at the same time. 

[28:50] But if you find out that basically women come to this person all the time and there's this                  

tendency for her to favor the female, then I would strongly recommend going somewhere              

else, because your husband's not going to stay involved in this, and then we're going to                

fault him as though he's not teachable. 

[29:08] When the truth is it's just a pink environment. He doesn't do this kind of thing, as most                  

men. Jonathan and I would been to counselors and we don’t always feel comfortable in               

those settings. It's just a male thing. 

[29:22] And this is where I looked at the Scripture and I said, "Lord, I used to hold the men                   

responsible, and I was guilty of this as I pastored them." Then the Lord spoke to me,                 

"Where in my Word have I said that men are 90% the reason for the problem in the                  

marriage?" 

[29:37] In Malachi he breaks the covenant, but in Proverbs she does. And as I went back and forth                  

in the Scripture I began to realize men are not indifferent to marriage, but if you don’t                 

speak their language, they have a tendency to shut down and they get angry. They don’t                

cry, they don’t weep, they don’t say, "I want to talk about this." They just exit. 

[29:54] And all of those things point to the fact that he must be the culprit here. And maybe he                   

is—I'm not defending all men. I'm simply saying I think sometimes it's the setting that's too                

pink and not conducive to the male's needs. 

[30:08] Jonathan: So let me state the first two points again. I think due to time sake we'll transition                  

to point number 3, dad, but I also wanted to emphasize there most likely going to come                 

out some writing on this sometime in the near future. And it's much lengthier spelling out                

each of these sections. Stay tuned for that as we highlight some of the main points in these                  

categories. 

[30:33] But the first one, number one, was the counselor's individualistic approach. Can you             

determine that before you go to counseling? Can you determine that in the first few               

sessions? By the way, you ask questions in terms of what percent of their practice is                

marriage counseling, etc. You can ask around those types of things. That research, that              

homework should be done. 

[30:54] The counselor's negative mail bias. Is that true? How do you figure that out? How can you                 

ask questions? How can you get that sense if statements aren't made about that? I think                
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that's a difficult one to tackle, but I think some of the ways my dad just gave about doing                   

that are useful tools to figure that out. 

[31:20] Number three, I think you said, dad, it was going to be kind of this moral neutrality, the                  

counselor's moral neutrality. 

[31:27] Emerson: Yeah, and just referencing back to what you said that there is this desire to be                 

objective. Yet we, who are Christ followers, need to hear again Malachi 2:16, "The Lord               

hates divorce." And many Christians, even though they want a divorce, even though they're              

mad at each other, in their deepest recess of their hearts they want to obey God. 

[31:44] And they know that God hates divorce. Jesus himself in Matthew 19:9 said to His disciples,                

"Whoever divorces his wife, except for immorality, and marries another woman commits            

adultery." 

[31:57] And the disciples said to Him, "If the relationship of the man with his wife is like this, it is                    

better not to marry." (Matthew 19:10) I love that! What they're saying is, "If you can't get                 

out of the marriage, then we ain't getting into it in the first place!" 

[32:11] Then Jesus goes on to give some more teaching. But Jesus is closing the door to divorce                 

other than adultery in this instance, and most Christ followers know that and they have this                

desire for help. And that's why they go to the marriage counselor because they assume the                

marriage counselor is wanting to help them in the marriage.  

[32:30] And as we're pointing out, that is not always the case and especially those who take a                 

position where, "I'm neutral. I'm not for marriage, I'm not against marriage per se. I'm not                

for divorce, I'm not against divorce. I just let the thing kind of play itself out." 

[32:46] Now, most people would be for marriage and against divorce, so they're going to lean in                

that direction because it sounds better. But when you get into it what happens sometimes               

is that the minute the conflict start evolving and the counselor is trained in individualistic               

things and has a bias against the male, guess what? There is this human tendency to say, "I                  

don't think this relationship is going to last," because they don’t know what to do! 

[33:09] They're not trained to unpack how the male is processing this and they default to what the                 

woman is feeling in many instances. So in all honesty, the counselor says, "I don’t think                

your relationship is going to go." Rather than maybe concluding the counselor doesn’t have              

the skill to know what to do with these two people, they go to the default mode of divorce,                   

and they don’t feel particularly bad about that because frankly they have a neutral position               

there. 

[33:34] It doesn’t really bother them. The no-fault divorce thing has spilled over into the              

counseling industry. "So if the courts aren’t going to assign blame to anybody, certainly I               

have no right to do that." And this kind of mindset isn't ill-willed, is not that people are out                   

to get people to divorce. I think the deeper point is they really don't know what to do and                   

they see divorce as the remedy. 
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[33:58] Whereas someone like Jonathan and me, we're not going to let go of this. You guys can                 

fight all day—we're going to stick this thing on because we believe that you can make this.                 

Unless there's just downright evil going on, or there's betrayal—if there's any degree of              

good will (and the fact that the husband showed up for this probably indicates he's got                

good will), then there is so much hope here. 

[34:21] But as Jonathan said earlier, it is hard work. You can't just nod to an individual and say,                  

"Tell me more." You got to be a referee. You got to be a coach. You got to go in the                     

quagmire and it gets ugly and you got to be defining the situation, defending the other,                

explaining this... I mean, it is exhausting and you're doing twice the work for the amount of                 

one that you could get elsewhere. 

[34:44] So there's a financial basis here that is also interesting. You get paid less for working even                 

harder. That's why you've got to find someone out there who really has a passion for                

marriages. And sometimes it might not even be a professional. It could be a Godly-wise               

couple in the church, Joe and Martha, and they just love couples and they want to serve                 

couples, and the truth is they might end up helping you even more. 

[35:10] But again, the point we're making here is—and I don't know how you're going to ask it                 

necessarily, and Jonathan, maybe you can reinforce what you said earlier—that they're            

going to take that, "Well, we really have more of a neutral position. But as a person seeking                  

their help, I need you to really believe in our marriage because right now we don't and we                  

need you to be pro-marriage, against divorce. We need you to stick with us through this. Is                 

this something you want to do?" 

[35:36] And I suppose that would be an appropriate question to ask, wouldn’t it not, Jonathan? 

[35:40] Jonathan: I think so. Probably at times it puts somebody in a tough spot, but I think you                  

need to answer these questions. And as we wind up on these three points I was thinking of                  

them simply in terms of, you know, you said the counselor's individualistic approach and I               

like what you said in just a simple: "What percentage of your practice has to do with seeing                  

individuals and what are those issues, and what percentage of your practice has to do with                

seeing couples and marriages and what are some of the common issues you address?" 

[36:12] And if you feel that they are answering it honestly or they're kind of saying that not a large                   

part of their practice is marriage counseling, who do they recommend? Just try to collect               

some data in that kind of individualistic approach versus somebody who has some             

relational therapy, relationship counseling experience and makes that a part of their            

practice versus some people randomly showing up and seeing the couple here and the              

couple there. 

[36:38] Then I guess on number two, the counselor's male biases. You said, dad, how do we get a                  

sense where somebody is tapping into both our spirits, both the husband and the wife? Is                

he honoring both of our spirits, both cries of our hearts? Is he not leaning too far in                  

one—he or she leaning too far in one direction over the course of a number of sessions? 
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[36:57] Because certainly one session can become imbalanced. It needs to be discussed with one              

person. But if you're sticking with this person or trying to get a sense of that, are you                  

appreciating the way that they're kind of operating towards both of your spirits and              

honoring both of your spirits and honoring both of you and what you need in that sense. 

[37:18] And then on this last one, as you just indicated, dad, how do we ask some of these hard                   

questions on the phone? What do you believe about marriage? Are you for our marriage               

even when you sense that in any given particular session we've been honest and we said,                

"Yeah, we've thought about divorce for the past six months. We've thought about it over               

this past week and things got worse this week"? Will you still be there pro our marriage                 

even when we don't feel like it's going to last? 

[37:48] I mean, those are tough questions to ask, and maybe I didn't even thought about them as                 

intently as this conversation is bringing up, but can you feel free to ask these questions?                

And some of you in counseling right now maybe going and asking some of your counselor                

these questions in this next week. So be sensitive to that, but you talk about these things. I                  

think it's appropriate to do so. 

[38:09] Emerson: There was a trim in the summary. Again, this is kind of an art, maybe more than                  

kind of a science, but we're for your marriage. We have truly desires of you getting the help                  

of people out there who really have a passion to serve marriages. 

[38:29] We hope that this in some way has enlightened you if you never thought about this that                 

buyer beware. I wish I didn't have to say that, but a part of it is how many of us have heard                      

family and friends say, "Yeah, as a result of going to that counselor they ended up getting a                  

divorce"? 

[38:45] It's kind of like they were told, "You're not going to make it." And people believe that! You                  

get in a situation, "You know what? Frankly, I don't think you're going to make it." "Wait a                  

minute, maybe you as a counselor are not competent here. That's not fair. There are               

people out there that in fact could make it." 

[39:01] So that's, I think, probably what drives my burden here, again, not to throw counselors               

under the bus because I spoke to those 7,000 counselors. I'm for this, but there is a                 

percentage of people out there that the people needs to be aware of the fact that there is                  

far more hope for your relationship, and unfortunately there are some professionals who             

don't believe what Jonathan a I would believe about your marriage. 

[39:25] That there is hope. That you can turn the coin around this. There is knowledge you can gain                  

and skills you can develop, and you can make it. Unless there's just downright evil, you can                 

do this. What you have in most cases is just a male and female set of misunderstandings                 

and you resent each other over the years of marriage because these things have happened               

where you feel devalued by the other and you don't matter. 
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[39:49] But there are ways out of that. And there can be forgiveness. There can be reconciliation.                

But I don't need to get off onto preaching. We just want you to know we are for you and                    

we want you to be discerning as you move forward in selecting a marriage counselor. 

[40:04] Jonathan: I appreciate that and I think we could've had a much longer podcast on this                

topic. I think we could probably do it again with an emphasis in talking to counselors on                 

this. Because there's lots of ways to approach this. 

[40:17] There are many good counselors out there who present all these things to their clients in                

terms of they're pro to marriage, they are pro this. And people are just using the therapy as                  

an excuse to show friends and family, "We tried therapy and it didn't work."  

[40:36] It's fair on all sides to say these things as both criticism and encouragements from the                

counselor and the counselee standpoint. I hope that this was beneficial to counselors who              

are listening, the counselees or potential ones that were listening as it obviously leaned in               

that direction. 

[40:54] But there are certainly things to be aware of as you consider or people are considering                

where to go for marriage counseling. Because as we've indicated, there are a lot out there                

that don't know how to do it, there are those that claim that they can do it and they're bad,                    

and there are those that really never had the best interest of your marriage at heart all                 

along and were just waiting for an opportunity to maybe see one of you or both of you                  

individually. 

[41:17] I appreciate your thoughts on this, dad, and if you have closing comments certainly say so,                

otherwise I think we've gone over the time today. 

[41:28] Emerson: No, I'm good. Thank you so much for your response and being a clinical               

psychologist you have great insights on this. 

[41:36] Jonathan: Well, thank you for joining us this week. Thank you always for your encouraging               

emails, your emails that ask us for help and the positive reviews and feedback that you give                 

us. Take care, have a wonderful rest of your week. We'll see you at the next episode. Bye. 
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